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T h e Stetson Collegiate for the
;ast ten years has been a part of the
niversity, and a part that is thorughly beneficial; the pride of the
student body, even though each
member of the Board is willing to
step aside and let the burden of
providing its needs fall where it
will, and look peacefully on, well
ntented that they were not hit.
N o one student can publish the
^^ hole paper. Let us all work together for the future welfare of its
existence, and especially is this absohuely necessary with the present
editor. H e , having had little experience in the realm of journalism.
feels thoroughly incapable of the
,
,.
^ ^
work. If vou are frequently called
- . .
\
•
updii to assist m guiding the pa. ,
b.
t>
I
])Lr safely to the close of the pres, •
,
^
ent scr.ool year, do not turn a dear
,
,
ear to its needs, but remeni,
,
,
.
,
1 -V.
ber the law given by the M a n
c ,
„.
°,
" ..
of the iMrst Century, " D o unto
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,, /
,
,
otliers as vou would have others do
",,
,
um>) you, and both you and the
editor will be benefited by your so
acting, and you can then seek your
coucli in perfect peace, feeling sure
.

.

of A d d i s o n .

. , 1 nthpr F n r n n p n n rniintnp=;
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postoffice a s second
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you have assisted in directing a
poor wanderer on his weary way.

T h e hunior of Addisou, like that
^^ Goldsmith, has a genial warmth
to it, that checrs without cxciting.
^ " ^ ^^^^^ ^"^^^^ ^ ^^^^^" hearty mellowucss has Overflowed from the
,
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.

.
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T h e r e are no clever
.

is not surprising, therefore, that a
nature so serious as Wordsworth's,
surrounded by such an atmosphere,
should deeply feel t h e issues of the
time and bear their mark uoon him

,

heart of the Writer luto t h e heart
of the reader.

Tt
il

So we are able to study the phases
-

- i r

clcviccs uscd to givc comical cffects ; there is n o t h i n g highly ridiculous o r highly irreverent as in otir
so-called modern humor. H i s wit
is dignified and expressed with a
dry quaintness of pleasantry that is
distinctly charming.
.
W h e n one considers the age in
which Addison wrote, this same
dignity becomes remarkable. Compare the " D e Coverly Papers''
with Swift's "Gulliver's Travels."
Swift is a fit exponent of the coarse
vulgaiity of the time. Addison.
the first herald of a new and better
regime. T h e courteous refinement
of a gentleman, pure and simple,
shines thorugh all his writings.
H i s is a h u m o r of quaint thoughts
and o d d fancies, rather than of
Inroad and uncompromising coarseness. And even today, after the
.
,
•
r
1
exaggerations and conceits of mod,
.
,
, .
ern humorists, the great restfulness
&
and seeming unconsciousness ot
, , , . , . , , . .
^ ,.
.Vcldison s loUitv is refreshing.
• - „ , . ,
^
'
— E d i t h Reeve.

i

of his life with greater ease because
.

.

.

,

.
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, .

each period of his growth is
marked by depth and fer^^or.
^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^li^^^ ^^ l^j^ lif^ ^3
jj-^Hcated by himself in "Lines
above Tintern Abbev." H e r e he
speaks of three distinct epochs in
l^j, Uf^, j,^ l^j^ relation to nature, and
^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^j^.^^ ^1^ ^^j^ conduct,thought
and feelino- in short his attitude to
evervthino- are more o r less depen^y^^^;_ ^^^ ^{^^ interaction of his. sotrl
^^.jj.j.^ nature
T h e first epoch of
^yhich he spe?ks we e a t h e r from
^j^^ parenthetic line, " T h e coarser
pleasures of my bovhood days and
^j^^j^. ^^^^^ animal movements all
^^^.^^ |J^, •• j^^ ^vhich he refers to the
happy ' days which he spent at
Hawkshea'd
.swimmino- rowinoridino- skatino- in a wild exuberance of animal spirits
r
,•1 ,
l^lic " e x t stage of which he
1 • ^1
^,
speaks is a time when these coarser
•,
, ,,
. ,
pleasures are succeeded by a period
.
1 •, ,
•
,
.
,
m which he prizes nature for h e r
,
T-I • .•
• 1 1 , 1 .
own sake, t h i s time included his
n
1
x1
1 M
college days. Aow he describes
, .
,.
' . ^ •, •,
Inmselt as actuated by an ecstacv,
.
^ passion which he nciiiher can de.,
, .
scribe nor explain.

ITT- J
4-1,) ni,
c -CT ^i.
Wordsworth's Change of Heart.
,„, ,.,
r ,,r 1
.1
1•
I h e life of Wordsworth, subjec. ,
•,
,
r 1
tively considered, was an eventful
one. Both the conditions of his na"Wlieu like a roe
ture and the time in which he lived
^ bonnded o'er the moimtalns. by the
combined to give his inner exper^^^ '^ ^
.
, .,
, ,
.

^

ience an intense and varied content. H i s age was a period of rev-

Ot

t h e diH'])

nvers

a u d t h e lonelv

streams
Whenever nature led; more like a man
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Flying from somethinc: that he dreads.
than one
Who sought the thing ho loved. For
nature then
(The coarser pleasures of my boyhood
days,
.And their glad animal movements all
gone by)
To me was all in all—I cannot paint
AVhat then I was. The sounding cararact
Haunted me like a passion; the tall
rock,
The mountain, and flie deep aud
gloomy wood,
Tlieir colors and their forms, wei:then to me
Au appetite, a feeling aud love,
That had no need of a remoter charm,
F,y thought supplied, nor auy intere.st
TTul)orrowed from the eye."
.\'o\v conies the thinl stage:
••That lime is past,
And nil its aching joys are now im
more,
Aud all its dizzy raptures. Not for
this
Faint I, uor mourn nor murmur; other
gifts
Have followed; for such loss I would
believe,
Abundant recompense. For I liave
learned
To look on nature not as in tlie hour
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing often times
The still sad music of humanity,
Nor harsh, nor grating, though of nmple power
To chasten and subdue."
Again in the 8th Book of the
Prelude he gives us a synopsis revealing his development through
these same three stages, how he
was finally led to think "on man
the lieart of man and human life."
••Vet deem not friend, that humankind Avith me,
Thus early took a place pre-eminent;
Nature herself was at this unripe time.
But secondary to my own pursuits
And animal activities, and all
Their trivial pleasures; and wlien
these had drooped
And gradually expired, and Nature.
prized
.l-^)r her own sake, became my joy
even then—
Aud upwards througli late youth, until
not less
Than two and twenty sumiiuM's l,;id
been told—
^Vas man in my affections and regiirds
Subordinate to her. her visible forms
And viewless agencies: a passion, she
A rapture often, and immediate love '

Ever at hand; he, only a delight
Ocea.sional, an accidental grace,
His hour being not yet come."
Here we learn that Wordsworth
was about twenty-two years of age
when his sympathies began to
broaden and include his fellowmen.
This was about the time when the
revolution in France absorbed his
attention and influenced him so
deeply. This change was a gradual one, and the poet in his great
autobiography, "The Prelude,"cites
several references to that transition
from a purely naturalistic to a humanistic state, when he became
really interested in those about him.
In Book \ l . he narrates how upon
his Alpine tour, taken during a college vacation, he heard with indifference tlie first rumblings of the
coming war for liberty. H e says:
••-1 stripling, scarcely of the household
then
Of social life, I looked upon these
things
As from a di.stance; heard aud saw and
felt,
A\'as touched, but witli no intimate
concern."
-Vgain in Book YIll. his introspection calls to mind the gradual
interest he began to take in human
kind, and he tells the reason for
this interest and how it first
awoke:
'•For me when my affections first were
led
Fi-om kindred, friends and playmates
to partake
Love for the human creatures absolute
self,
That noticeable kindness of heart
Sprang out of fountains, there abounding most
Where sovereign Nature dictated the
tasks
And oceupationg which her heaufy
adorned,
And shepherds w^re the men tliat
pleased me first."
Not theherdsmensuch as abound
in Grecian song, but shepherds living plainly "intent on little but substantial needs, yet rich in beauty."
^len surrounded by images of danger and di.^tress, sufifering among
awful powers and forms. H e goes
on elaborating the shepherd's life
as he had seen it, stalwart and no-

ble, grand in its simplirity, and
adds:
••Thus was man ennobled outwaidly
before my sight,
And thus my heart was early mwo
dueed
To an unconscious love and revereiuv
Of human nature; hence ihi' hiiiuaii
form
To me became an index of delight.
Of grace and honor, power and wc i!,iness."
Again he tells us that in London,
which he visited soon after leaviiii:
coliege, that he observed "more
than elsewhere is possible, the unity of m a n : "
•'Thus from a very early age, U frieiKt
My thoughts by slow gradations luu:
been drawn
To human-kind. an<l to the good ai)':
iU
Of human life; Nature had led me oii
Aud oft amid the 'busy hum' I seeuic
To travel independent of her help
As if I had forgotten her; but no,
The world of luiiiian-kind ont-\\- •:•_'!!!
not hers
In my habitual thoughts the > '.r
love,
Though filling daily, still -was ligii'
compared
AVith that in which her mighty dbjecilay."
Even at this time we still findi:;
love for man overshado-wed l)y tb
greater love he bore to nature her
self. But now within a y^ar '
goes to F r a n c e and throws l.ini.v
with heart and soul into the striic
gle there, or, as h e says in H'^
I X . : " M y heart w^as all givm
the people and my love was thcirIn memory of the patriot army,
says in the same b o o k :
"At this very moment do tears stair
Into my eyes; I do not say I w<it
I wept not then—but tears h.ive di:
med my sight,
In memory of the farewells of tl
time."
I hit after this height of i rater:
feeling, based t h o u g h it was om:
votion
to
abstract
pi-incip''"
VVordsworth was doomed to a ^"
lent and extreme reaction. T
fickle, seething m o b in France
stroyed his ardent ho])!... I
faith that he had placed in menprinciple of brotherhood, all fee'^'
of conviction disappeared. ^'
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pressed, bewildered, he wandered
"from hill to hill, from rock to
rock," and "rejoiced to lay the inner faculties asleep." But, thanks
to the benign influence of his sister, once more he reached those
thoughts and feelings which bound
his soul to men. H e says in Book
XIII.:
•'Thus moderated, thus composed, I
found
Onee more in man an object of delight
Of pure imagination and of love."

O'er hopeless dust for withered age—
Their moral element,
And turned thistles of a curse
To types beneficient.

and nobler life. T h e spirit of exclusiveness is a spirit of d e a t h ; an
institution as well as an individual
is exalted by even the humblest
Sin-blighted though we are, we too
service which it can render to the
The reasoning Sons of Men,
humblest member of the communFrom one oblivious winter called
ity in which it is located. W h e r e
Sh.all rise and breathe again;
And in eternal summer lose
such close and vital relations as
Our three score years and ten.
these exist between a live institution
of learning and a live comTo humbleness of heart descends
This prescience from on high,
munity, both are bound to advance,
The faith that elevates the just,
and advance rapidly. Each reacts
Before and when they die;
beneficently on the other, but it
.\nd makes each soul a separate hi'.iv
Sorrow usually chastens and
must be remembered by the local
en,
softens, and the death of W o r d s A court for Deity."
community that the real glory lies
worth's brother and later of his two
in the fact that in and through the
children, added to his nature the
university, it enters vitally into and
elements of sympathy and tendershares in a much larger life than it
ness. Referring to his brother, he
otherwise could, and it enters into
says in his "Elegiac S t a n z a s : "
this larger life by the only gateway
DR. FORBES' REPORT.
to larger life—the gateway of ser"A power is gone which nothing can
restore;
The University's Achievements, Its vice. T h e community contributes
A deep distress hath humanized my
Prospects and Its Needs.
to the building up of the university,
soul.
not primarily for its own sake, but
A
cordial
and
sympathetic
relaNot for a moment could I noAV behold
for the sake of the larger unit of
lation
ought
to
exist
between
a
uniA smiling sea and be what I have
been."
versity and the community in which state or nation, which will be served
T h e community and enriched thereby, and this selfIn conclusion, there yet remains it is located.
to speak of W o r d s w o r t h ' s religion. ought to be proud of the univer- sacrificing service reacts inevitably
H e is regarded by many as a pan- sity, ought to feel a sense of owner- in enlarging, enriching and ennobtheist, and much argument has ship in it, ought to defend, uphold ling the life of the community.
been held over this point. F r o m
and give to it in every way possible There must needs be some depth of
the superficial reading of his works at home and abroad, and thus give character in a community, in which,
that I have made, I cannot see how it the benefit of its own united and and in some sense out of which, a
a charge of bald pantheism can be concentrated sxmpathy and sup- great institution is to be developed.
in any degree maintained. T h a t port. T h e community o u g h t to be Stich a community must be capahis religious faith became impaired patient with the faults of the insti- ble of conceiving great things, and
along with many other of his facul- tution located in its midst, real- conceiving them in the spirit of serties at the time of his degradation, izing that it is neither omniscient vice and sacrifice. O n e would not
there is scarcely room for doubt, nor omnipotent; that solid growth need to travel far to find significant
llcjwever, his later views may be takes time, and that we learn as examples of the blighting and
derived from a poem written in his much b}- our mistakes as by o u r dwarfing effect of an essentially petsixty-second year, " T h e Primrose successes. It takes a large-hearted ty and narrow community, upon inand the Rock," which breataes and large-souled community to stitutions of learning located in their
throughout with a reverent spirit take such an attitude as this to- midst. It is not inappropriate, perof devotion to God, whose manifes- ward an institution of learning lo- haps, to call attention t o these printation in nattire was so dear to cated in it. Boston has always been ciples today, for while this anniverWordsworth. A few stanzas from liberal and loyal to Harvard, and so sary has its chief significance and
this poem seem a fitting testimony has New Haven to Yale, and their function in doing honor to the man
who has in such a pre-eminent
on this p o i n t :
greatness is due in no small degree
sense by his broad philanthrophy
••I sang—let myriads of bright flowers, to this fact. O n the other hand, the and generous spirit of service made
Tiike Thee in lield .and grove
university ought to feel its obliga- possible the John B. Stetson •UniJtevive unonvied—mightier far,
tion to the local community, and versity of today, yet no oiie more
Than tremblings that reprove
ought to enter sympathetically into fully than he recognizes and reOnr vernal tendencies to hope.
all that affects its material or spir- joices in the similar spirit of the
Is God's redeeming love:
itual welfare; nay, it otight to be a people a m o n g whom the UniverTliat love which changed—for wan disleader in all that goes to develop a .sitv is located. Tt is in recognition
ease,
higher civilization, and, a richer
For sorrow^ that had bent

presentation

^ay.
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of this spirit and in the furtherance
of it that these annual statements of
the growth and development, the
plans and purposes and the needs
of th.e University are made, with
the sincere conviction that up to
the fivll measure of their ability the
people will contribute to carry out
these plans and meet these needs.
It may not be uninteresting to
state at the outset the growth of
the University in numbers in recent
years, that is to say, since the great
disaster that befell our state in the
winter of 1894-95. It would, I
think, be perfectly fair to say that
had we held our own during these
}-ears of disaster, we would have
done well, but what are the facts:
In 1895, the year following the
freeze, we registered 146 students,
the next year 170, the next year 243,
the next, i. c., last year, 292, and
tliis year, though we are only about
iialf through and have the large
registration of the spring term yet
to count, we have already registered over 300, and shall certainly
reach 350, if not 375, before the
close. This steady and, for this
}'car, very large gain, has been
made during a period of disaster
and destruction to property such as
has occurred in no other state of
the Union, and we think this
growth may fairly be attributed to
tlie steadily growing conviction of
the solidity; breadth and thoroughness of the work of the University,
not only in our own state, but
thnjughout the country. But what
about our progress in other re^
spects during this period. The
\ear after the freeze the number of
instructors employed by the University was 20. It is now 32. The
number of other employes and servants then was 24. It is now 39.
The number of families directly and
wholly supported by the Univeriity
then was 10. It is now 19, and
many more indirectly. The total
property of the University then was
$250,000. It is now $450,000. The
regular current income then was
$21.000. It is now $33,000. The
total amount of money paid out in

the city of DeLand then was $4.300. This year it will be $10,000.
The number of students in college
then was sixteen. It is now fortyeight. The total amount paid to
servants and other help then was
$2,570. It is now $3,450- T h e
total amount paid to members of
the faculty then was $13,650. It is
now $16,570. These figures tell
concisely and truly the story of our
steady growth since the freeze, during a period, I repeat, when we
might fairly have been excused if
we had not grown at all. But the
past is behind us with its record.
Neither an individual nor a university can live on its past. It must
be and do now. It must be "still
achieving, still pursuing." What
of the present and future? One
year ago, I said, among other
things, from the platform here, that
the University must soon establish
a school of law for this state. Since
that time this matter has been
steadily under consideration and investigation, and I have the pleasure
of announcing today that through
the final decision of the Board of
Trustees, in its annual meeting yesterday, a school of law will be
opened at the beginning of the next
school year in October.
This
marks an important era in our history, as it is the first strictly postgraduate or professional school
which the University has organized. The organization of this
school will, we sincerely believe,
constitute an important landmark
also in the legal history and development of the state, and will make
the University a power in the direction of a better practice and administration of law.
I also mentioned one year ago
the establishment of a school of
technology or of applied science,
and though this vastly important
matter has not reached the stage
where anything definite can be announced concerning it, it is under
careful consideration.
Such a
school will require a large amount
of money, but I know of no investment that will bring larger returns

of service to our southland and her
people. It is sincerely hoped that
this need will soon be met.
During the present year, through
the generosity of friends of the University, we have been able to expend over $1,500 in fitting up a
physical laboratory, and we now
have an equipment in this department that is not surpassed in the
south. At the same time a committee of the faculty has been making a thorough study of the recent
thought and opinion in respect to
the reorganization of our college
and academic curricula in the direction of greater freedom of election. Correspondence has been hadj
with the officers of all the leadingl
universities and colleges in the]
country, and all that could be found!
in the recent literature of educational gatherings and discussions has
been procured and digested. The
result will be important, and,wc believe, valuable changes in o u r curricula in the near future. This isl
mentioned simply to show that the
University is keeping in touch with
educational thought and progress,
and intends to avail itself of all the
light that the latest investigatioiM
and discoveries can throw upon its
own special problems. Progress,
however, implies needs. T h e pressing needs of the University noffi
are:
l-'irst—Money to build and furnish a dormitory for college mea
Stetson Hall is now crowded to
overflowing and will not acajmtaodate our students another year.
Secondly—$1,200 to pay the
mortgage on the athletic field. Th'
original purchase price was $2,50(4
o' the principal of which cpi,30ohai
been paid. T h e balance is chie am
must soon be paid, and the Univer;
sity confidently looks to some of iB
friends to meet this emergency.
Tliirdly—From $500 to $i,C.
for the founding of a law libra|
for the new law school. This^
pressingly needed, and
need^
soon.
Fourth—A students' loan
of $1,000, which should be tisedi
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assist worthy students by loan
only.
Fifthly and lastly—Money to
erect buildings and furnish endowment for a school of applied
science, or technology, as mentioned above.
During the past year the following generous gifts have been made
to various phases of the work of
the University, and I wish here
especially to express my appreciation of the very kind and courteous
way in which it has been done, and
to heartily thank the donors on behalf of the trustees and factilty of
the University:
INCREASE OF ENDOWMENT.
John B. Stetson
$11,693.42
STUDENTS' AID FUND.
I. .\. Burdick

$25 00

P H Y S I C A L LABORATORY.
John B. Stetson (in machinery)
H. K. Bolton
George E. D.ivis
Mrs. E. B. Solomon
.Mrs. Monroe Heath
L. S. Monroe
N'ictor Vierow

$500 00
500 00
100 00
150 00
100 00
50 00
'2.-i 00

CURRENT EXPENSES.
John B. Stetson
$800 00
DR. F O S T E R ' S L E C T U R E S ON ETHIC.-.
John B. Stetson
240 00
LIBRARY.
T. Ilowell Crosby, at the request of
Capt. Stephen Blake, books valued at.$10 00
L. S. Monroe, books valued at
40 00

Let me close this report by expressing, as I have done perhaps
more than once before, my conviction that the University has before
it a great and beneficent, and in
some respects, a unique work.
•This work must be done in our
own way, expressing our individuality and conforming to our special
Ecircumstances and conditions. It
| s a work as great as, possibly
greater, than any of us have hitherto conceived. It looms up ever
larger as the years advance and our
development goes on. It is a work
^ell worth all the generosity, the
sacrifice and the toil that have been
^ u t into it by all who have shared
"in it. Our aim ought to be and can
be no less broad than that of Ezra
Cornell, viz., to ultimately provide
a place where any man or woman
may secure a training and equipment for any work or any vocation

of life. And any man or woman
will in our case include that large
number who, though they have
good minds, yet have them in frail
bodies, and who, through the work
established here, shall be lifted from
depression and weakness into
health and service to the race, and
that such training and such equipment should be given to all in
every department in the atmosphere
created by the fundamental assumption that the world ground is the
eternal, personal, loving God, most
fully revealed in Jesus Christ, our
Lord and Savior.
lohn F. Forbes.
UNSEEN FORCES IN
CHARACTER BUILDING.
Address ot Dr. B. L. Whitman of Columbian University,
at DeLand on Presentation Day, Feb.
9, 1900.

Life is full of illusions. None is
more persistent or more dangerous
than the misbaking of demonstration for effect. Even the sanest of
us are misled by noise. So marked
is this tendency that we are in danger of overilooking the really essential things. It is well for us sometinres to sit down soberly with ourselves and inquire wh'&t we are and
what is our true destiny and good.
For such inquiry are this hour and
this place appointed.
We shall get our answer by considering :
I.—THE NATURE O F L I F E .
First—Life is not an aggregation, but a development.
Sociology has done great sendee
by insisting upon the organic theory of society. A community is
something more than a collection of
individuals. Physical contiguity
cannot account for social phenomena. Explanation must be sought
rather in a unifying, organizing
principle which builds about itsdf
in vital relations the individuals that
con'stitute the group. But in doing
this sociology has outlined life. The
individual is no mere collection of
atoms related simply by being confined within certain limits. The

sand heap theory applies here even
less than it does to society. Life is
a germ, a process and la product.
Life as a germ is an organizing
principle that shapes for itself organs which together constitute its
spiritual and physical equipiirent.
Life as a process is the continuous
activity of this principle appropriating through its organs so much of
the universe as it is able to use. Life
as a product i's the principle enlarged and completed by the elements it has taken up into itself. In
truest sense, therefore, life is a development.
Second—Its form is determined
not by outward regulation, but by
inward impulse.
-No external compulsion can explain the development of life. The
stimulus coins from within. Development is unfolding. The complications which thwart us in our
effort to understand the process
prove nothing but the impossibility
of solving the problem from within. Theories of reform have so often proceeded from without and
failed, that we ought not to need
further reminder. The drunkard
may be clothed and set in his right
mind, but unless his tastes are
changed he will at once revert to
his old condition. In elevating the
siavage the true order is not more
calico shirt than conscience, but the
reverse.
Development proceeds
from within. Such development exhibits the law of being. The law of
being is no statute telling an object
what it must do. It is a statement
of what the object does when it is
true to its own nature. The law
of life is simply the formula that
expresses the nature of life, so informing us what to expect in the
presence of life.
Third—Its issue appears not in
circumstance of accompaniment,
but in character.
The value of life is not determined by its trappings. There is
a world's declaration of independence claiming for every man the
right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. In this sense all
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men are equal, in equality determined by moral destination. Far
down beneath the world's pomp
and glory lies the essential quality
of life. Before the bar of moral responsibility the king has no advantage over the peasant. Prince
and plowman are classed alike to
eralization of the life within them,
and are judged alike for success or
iailure. History is full of instruction on this point. The weak
tilings of circumstance are forever
confounding the things which are
mighty.
Caesar Augustus was
master of the whole world. Jesus
Christ was a Galilean carpenter.
Nobody thinks now of quoting the
word of Caesar against the word of
Christ.
External
circumstance
seems really to have little to do
\',ith great issues. Who counts the
population of Waterloo or Bunker
Hill to decide what was accomplished there? \Mio reckons the
acres of Thermopylae? Who cares
for die size of Jerome's cave or
Luther's cell? You cannot measure such things by the rule of
three. Their value can be stated
only in terms of completed life.
This completed life, this reaKzation of self, is character. Character is the soul in .a state of development. The definition does not
amount to much, but the thing itself we shall not mistake. When
Democritus was asked to define
man he answered, "It is that which
we all see and know." So here, it
is easier to understand than to describe what we mean. But that
thing which we all recognize under
llie name of character is the end
and product of the process by
which life conies to the full. In
absence of it, Hfe is a failure. In
presence of it, life may lack all outward things and still be without
consciousness of want.
l l . - C O X C E P T I O X O F CHARACTER.
There is a significant bit oi history h;ick of the word. Character
the graving tool; character the
mark left by the graving tool:

character the mark left on the soul
by trial whether good or ill. Character the soul itself as graved and
shaped into final form. The course
of our thought is determined by
this history. Three points of view
are suggested.
First—Character as experience.
Experience is character in the
making. Every act of ever}- moment leaves its mark, so helping
to "grave" the life. And the mark
does not remain hidden. It is no
idle dream that life's history may
be read from the face or hand. The
body is in a clumsy fashion the interpreter of the soul. One skilled
in the craft finds little difiiculty in
understanding what lies back of the
lines in which experience has
traced its record. "The sympathies of the chest, abdomen and
pelvis tell at last on the face, and
on all its features. Not only does
our beauty waste, but it leaves
word how it went to waste." Emerson speaks the truth. A man cannot play with the fires of hell without bearing traces of flame. It
works as well the other wa}'. _\
beautiful spirit makes the face
beautiful. So far does matter pay
tribute to spirit. The graving of
these marks is simply the outward
token of what is going on within.
Little by little the life is transformed. We feel it. Without being able to give a reason why, we
know it. Not only does matter pay
tribute to spirit. Spirit pays tribute
as well. The helpful soul is the
soul that has learned the meaning
of experience as a shaper of life, and
so is able to solve the m3-stery for
others.
Faith alone can interpret Hfe. and the heart
Hiat aches and bleeds with the stigma
Of pain, alone bears the Iil<eness of Christ and
can comprehend its dark enigma.

There is no apparent reason why
sorrow should be a better graver
than joy, but somehow everywhere
the lives that do most for the worid
are lives that have been chastened
by i)ain.
Only til

'"•^' ci-f'wned and .sainted
w ; - ^. , «rief
have been ac.uaimil.

M 'I^iiip; nations nobler, freer

Meanwhile the soul, passing to
its mission through the graver'?
hand, takes on new form.
Second—Character
as
Syni
metry.
Symmetry is character in form
This is not to be lightly regarded.
When we warn ourselves against
being misled by appearances, we
do not mean that appearances
need nto be taken into account. In
its way, form is as important as
fact. .V mass of fact may be worthless until it has been analyzed and,
so given proper form. A precious
stone is more precious when the
wheel has passed upon it, to insure
proportion. T h e process of spirit
ual graving cannot be neglectful
of form. There is a relation among
the graces of life. Science has
achieved a wonderful t h i n g of late
It is possible now from the skull to
build up the face and feature. Suci,
proportions have been found ti
exist between bones and muscl
and nerves, that with the bare ci
nium given the entire head can
reproduced. T h e a n a t o m y of
soul would reveal no less close
lations and proportions. Part
the purpose of spiritual graving
that these relations and propof
tions may be secured. AVe
less stress upon this than might
well. W e are too easily cont
with partial development. The
suit is a kind of spiritual atrof
The experience of Darwin as tol
by himself should make '.s th
Up to the time he was thiriy he
great pleasure from Mil ion, B,
ron. Shelley and Wordswortl,
Shakespeare gave him intense di
light, and Ire was fond of fflus
but in later life he could not end
§•'
to read a line of p o e t r y ; Sha
Tl
K-f
speare nauseated him, and he
ail
tirely lost his taste for music,
sei
his own words, " M y mind so
ifaii
to have become a kind of macli
cor
for grinding general laws on'
lYo
large collections of facts. If I
hii
to live my life over again, I wd
se
make it a rule to' read some po«
he
and listen to some music at
isi(
once a week, for perhaps the
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of my brain now atrophied would
thus have been kept active through
use. The loss of these tastes is the
loss of happiness, and may possibly be injurious to the intellect,
and more probably to the moral
character, by enfeebling the emotional part of our nature."
Doubtless Mr. Darwin's experience interprets the history of many
a life. It is a misfortune that any
l)art of the life should be left untilled. It means just so much spiritual poverty. Spiritual poverty is
rovealed in many ways. A typical
liibition of it was given not long
ice in a criticism passed on a
• Rembrandt in the Metropolitan
2\Iuseum of New York. The painting was the portrait of "The Gilder." One of the marvelous features of the portrait is the huge ruff
about the neck which is so skillfully reproduced by the artist that it
almost stands out from the canvas.
A couple from the rural districts
were making their way through
the museum, when the attendants
were electrified by the sharp nasal
voice of the countryman who had
discovered the portrait, calling to
his wife, "O Maria, come here and
see this fellow with his head sticking through a cheese.'' But it is
.not in art alone that such poverty
is made known. Much of our practical life is narrowed by it. The
trouble is not that we are ignorant
I of many things, but that we are
'content to be ignorant. The workday task touches only part of life.
When a man is satisfied to hold
himself to it he does his duty so
:far, but barters all that is highest
land finest in his nature, a Gradgrind lost in God's beautiful world.
rThere is a whole side of life that is
lleft untouched by ordinary affairs,
land men who have devoted themIselves exclusively to ordinary affairs miss the inspirations that
icome from spiritual things alone.
|You can't lay your hand on those
things. A tape measure is of no
luse in estimating their value. But
|the soul is moved by them as by
dsions of heaven. A Greek vase

covered with the stains of two
thousand years is worth mora than
a government bond. The discovery of a new truth is counted ample reward for the labor of a life
time. The awakening of a fresh
impulse is the redemption of a nation. You can't tell why, but the
fact stands and the world is lifted
so much nearer God. We need all
sides of the soul touched by the
graver's tool, that on all sides life
may be responsive. Here is truth
worthy to be pondered. If you sit
by the ocean by moonlight you
will find the light coining to you
in a single broad line over the water, while all the rest of the field is
dark. Change your point of view,
and while what was light has become dark, you will find a new
pathway open. Presendy the truth
dawns on you that the darkness is
not on the face of the ocean, but
in your limited vision, and that
every point is luminous if one has
but eyes to see. The soul that has
been rightly shaped looks out on
every side and on every side finds
God.
Third—Character
as Attainment.
Attainment is character completed. The mark once graved is
never erased except by graving
more deeply. The lines of the
soul with time become more set.
.\n iron law decrees that whether
we will or no we are becoming
fixed. Under this law there is
hope, for there is fixedness in good
as well as fixedness in evil. Upward impulse is a constant reminder of what the soul may attain.
So near is grandeur to our dust,
So near is God to man,
When duty whispers low, "Thou must."
The youth replies. " I can.

Happily for us all, the standard
of attainment in character is of
God's setting, not man's. It is a
precious thought the Bible suggests, "Rich toward God." The
man who has no money is poor,
but the man who has nothing but
money is poorer. The true riches
are spiritual. And even here there

is reason to hope that God's judgment is tenderer than our own. It
will help us in our judgment if we
bear in mind that sometimes the
very token of failure may be the
seal of progress. A dark line
against a dark ground counts little. Make the ground white and
all the world can see. So, too, the
grain makes a difference. A flaw
shows in fine material which in
coarser would never be seen. A
check that works no damage in a
flower pot makes a piece of Dresden china worthless. It is when
character is brought to its finest
grain that evil in it is most apparent. The discove'ry of defect may
be simply evidence that the life has
got near enough to God to have
such defects noticed. There is
hope also in the discovery of evil
that it may be got rid of. Nothing
is nobler than the resolution of the
soul in the face of its own sin to
turn through repentance to better
things. The Scarlet Letter is a
stor}- of triumph in defeat. Arthur
Dimmesdale reached his day of
power, when on the scaffold where
Flester Prynne seven years before
had publicly done penance witli her
babe, he stood with her and that
babe, now little Pearl, and declared that he equally with Hester had
sinned and needed forgiveness.
Tho' the world blame thee, thou art not to
blame;
Tho' the world praise thee, hearken not at
all.
In thine own heart is the reward or shame,
In thine own heart the victory or the fall.

It is well to remember that aspiration is itself partial attainment.
The thing we long for, that we are,
For one trantranscendent moment,
Before the Present, poor and bare,
Can matce its sneering comment.
Still through our paltry stir and strife
(ilows down the wished Ideal,
.\nd Longing moulds in clay what Life
Carves in the marble Real.

.Aspiration awakens effort upward. Effort is a guarantee of
progress. Every step taken is
fresh ground made in the kingdom
of God, a fresh pledge that attainment will be completed. O the
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gladness of the thought that God
sees beforehand how the upward
striving will end and sometimes
crowns the soul with victory while
its task is not yet complete. O
the gladness of the answering
thought that in the matching of
life with task sometimes will is
counted of equal worth with deed.
so that in both alike God's purpose is attained.
He cast his net at morn, when iishers toil.
At eve he drew it empty to the shore;
He took the diver's plunge into the sea,
But thence within his hands no pearls he
bore.
He ran a race, but never reached his goal;
He sped his arrow, but he missed his aim,
.\nd slept at last beneath a simple stone
Willl no achievement carved about his
name.
Men call it failure; but, for my own pan,
J dare not use that word, for what il
Heaven
Shall question, ere its judgement shall be
read.
Not, "Hast thou won?" but only, "Hast
thou striven?"

111.—FORCES THAT .MAKE
CHARACTER.
There is no limit to the elements
that contril)ute to the making of
character. The seen and the unseen arc material for it. But one
fact holds good for all these elements. They are transformed by
the life that takes them up and
only as transfonned do they enter
into that character. The idiot has
no character. His idiocy may be
cither mental or monal. The mental idiot we all recognize. The
nearest example of the iViOral idiot
is the congenital criminal. By the
sin of those who begot him he was
boni into such relationship \\'ith
the devil that-his moral nature is
wholly disarranged. Of the idiot,
character in true sense cannot be
l)redicated. The condition of character is free to develop, Vvith power
to appropriate to its development
tlie elements on which, by its physical and spiritual organization, it
la}-s ].old. Mineral, mold, light, air
and moisture surround the tree.
But the tree cannot grow by them
as such. It withdnaws from them
such portions as it can use, and
transforms it into nourishment.
This life docs with the elements

that surround it. It transforms
them into the nature of its own essence and by them thrives. When
we get hold of this thought we
shall stop thinking about the
wodd's tumult as if it made character, and with the stillness of a
great mystery upon us, we sliall
get down to the secret place,
where the soul is doing its work.
The worid is nothing to character
until it has gone through the
crucible of experience. Then the
soul moulds it to its will. All this
material will be found to enter into
character in one or other of three
forms.
I'irst—Inlieritance.
The roots of Hfe are stuck into
the ground long before life is
thought of. There is a racial
quality of which every individual
of a given race partakes. It appears in a kind of family likeness
showing itself in temperament
and face and limb. The most
striking example is die Jew. For
twenty centuries he has been a
wanderer. There is no spot on
earth which he has not trod. As
Gaussen says, "The resdess feet of
God's ancient people are pressing
at this very hour the snows of Siberia and the burning sands of the
desert. Our friend Gobat found
numbers of them in the elevated
plains of Abyssinia, eighteen hundred tniles soudi of Cairo, and
\vhen Decan and Clapperton, the
first travelers that ventured across
the great Sahara, arrived on the
banks of Lake Tchad, they found
that the wandering Jew had preceded them by many a long year.
When the Portuguese settled in
the Indian peninsula they found
three distinct classes of Jews, and
when the EngHsh lately took' possession of Aden, southern Arabia,
the Jews were more in number
than the Gentiles. But everywhere
the type remains the same. The
race element is so strong that
neither time nor distance alters it.
This clement shows itself in the
mental constitution. Every nation has its own type of thought

and feeling. So Pericles could
record the character of Athens,
"love of the beautiful as distinguished from the mcrel}- show}-;
devotion to philosophy, though
not in that form or degree that
leads to inaction; boldness and
daring wthout unthinking foolhardiness.'' Racial traits through
heredity affect personal character. Family and individual trail:of ancestry do the same. ."^lot a.-;
determining life, but as of?leiing
die first elements upon whicIi life
works, inheritance must be taken
into account.
There is another form cf inheritance no less vital. The deed of
today bears fruit which must be
plucked tomorrow. Consequence
is the inheritance of one's own
doing. It is the soul's reaping
what it has sowed.
No action, whether foul or fair,
Is ever done, but it leaves somewhere
A record, written by fingers ghostly,
As a blessing or a curse, but mostly
In the greater weakness or greater
strength
Of the acts which follow it, till at length.
The wrongs of ages are redressed,
And the justice of God made manifest.

Nothing braces a man for brave
action like brave action already
performed. Nothing weakens a
man like remembered cowardice.
Nothing solves the problem oi
duty like duty already done.
Nothing ties a man's hands from
doing the good he would do like
some wrong doing in the i^ast.
Pilate wanted to release Jcsus,
but his record would not Dear inspection, and he did not dare oppose the Jews when they appealed
to that. It is a small thing to do a
wrong, but a man had better keep
liimself from it unless he is willing
to meet that wrong as a full'
ihi(]gu\ angel
of
retribution.
Many and many a one of us has
Had the experience of the man d
whom Dr. William M. Taylor
tells, who received from Africa asa curiosity some serpent's cggs^
He laid them carefully away,
thinking to preserve them. Sooifi
tinic after, however, going ^
show them to a friend, he discos-
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ered to his dismay that the eggs
had hatched, filling the case w'th
ugly, wriggling serpents. Evil
deeds are serpent's eggs. It is not
wise to keep them around. They
are hable to hatch.
Inheritance may work for good.
.\ holy ancestry purifies the blood
and clears the currents of the
soul. Then, instead of a strain
upon life, heredity becomes a safeguard and aid. We may thank
God for this. A certain amount
of risk is good, no doubt, but the
wise man will not wish it increased
without cause. Honey may be distilled by the noxious weed, but it
is on the whole well that tlie bee
finds its chief supply among the
flowers. Evil ancestry does not
necessarily clothe man with tlie
livery of hell, but it is very likely
to make evil a more familiar thing
than it ought to be, and so make
it easier to poison the life with its
atmosphere. Good ancestry does
not necessarily mark a man for
Heaven, but it goes far to make
the better way attractive. Consequence, or the inheritance of one's
own life, does not ordain the future. None the less, this element
in character building cannot be
trifled with, and most of us can
trace within ourselves a slant
which is an inheritance from another generation or from our own
past.
Second—Environment.
Every life is set into a great
plexus, physical, social, spiritual.
This plexus constitutes an environment. That it should influence
the soul is inevitable. It constitutes its atmosphere and furnishes
its food. If madder is fed to an ox,
after a few hours the bones show
the presence of the coloring matter in their tissue. Certain insects
and worms take the color of the
substance on which they are feeding. It is a little strange that life,
while transforming ah it appropriates, should be affected by that
which it takes into itself.
But breathe the
Air of mountains and their unapproachable
summits
Will lift thee to the level of themselevs.

Organisms are forever adapting
themselves to their surroundings.
The hand is subdued to that it
works in. The very texture of the
finger tip tells the story of generations to one who is skilled to read
its meaning. The accommodation
of life to environment is gradual,
often imperceptible. It is a matter of common experience that
conditions that would be unbearable if suddenly introduced, can be
borne without discomfort if they
are brought on slowly. Air in a
room may become exhausted ard
the occupant be unaware, while
one coming from the open air
would find it intolerable. One
can read in the twilight long after
it is too dark for an eye which has
not accustomed itself to the fading
Hght. In similar ways, while making its surroundings tributary to
itself, the soul is influenced by
them in shaping its life.
Then there are the spiritual conditions of personal destiny; unconscious example, unspoken confidence of friends, ambition awakened by striving of others, conviction
based on attainment of others,
moral bracing and invigoration
throug-h contact with great character, love, loyalty and hope. Tennyson has not over-stated the fact
when he says:
I am a part of all that 1 have met.

Life is an assimilation, an absorption of other life. The influence may be unconscious, but it is
there. The moon aff'ects the sea
no less when her face is hidden
than when all is clear. It is wonderful how we are strengthened
by the discovery of strength in
others. CromweU's men before
battle used to look at their general
and then whisper to one another.
"See, he has on his battle face."
When they saw that set iron face
they felt that defeat w^as impossible. More wonderful still is the
transformation wrought in life
when the reverence we feel for
worthy character is warmed into
personal relation by love. How

well Mrs. Browning teaches the
lesson in "Three Kisses:"
First time he kissed me, he but only kissed
The fingers of this hand wherewith 1 write.
And ever since it grew more clean and white,
Slow to the world greetings, quick with its,
"Oh list,"
When the angels speak. i \ ring of amethyst
I could w-ear here plainer to my sight,
Than that first kiss. The second passed in
height
The first, and sought the forehead, and halt
missed.
Half falling on the hair. Oh, beyond meed.
That was the chrism of love, which love's own
crown,
With sanctifying sweetness, did precede.
The third upon my lips was folded down
In perfect purple state. Since when, indeed,
I have been proud and said, "My love, my
ow-n."

These spiritual fellowships lie
nearest and make the closest claim
upon life. In their absence we
hunger. How our sympathies go
out toward the loneliness of the little fellow, a cash boy in a large
store in a western city. A lady
customer attracted by his winsome
face
asked
him
playfully,
"Wouldn't you like to live with
me and have what my little boy
has?" "What does your little boy
have?'" asked the child. "Oh, he
has books and tops and a pony,"
said the lady. "Has he any papa?"
asked the child. "Oh, yes,'' said
the lady, "he has a very kind papa,
who gives him all these nice
things." "Then I would like to be
your little boy," said the child,
gravely, "for my papa is dead, and
I w'Oiild rather have him than any
of the Other things." Most of us
are young, but many of us are not
too young to know that father and
mother hearts can be hungry for
love as the little cash boy's was.
not because the child is left alone,
but because father and mother are
left alone. Now many of us understand only too well the story I
read not long since of a railroad
man who was much of the time on
the road, and who was accustomed
to telegraph when he was coining
home. He had a little boy of four
and the telegram usually read,
"Tell Arthur I shall sleep wdth him
tonight." The baby boy was very
fond of receiving these messages,
and would show his "telegrafs"
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with much pride. But fever came
and soon it was evident that the
house was to be empty. The
mother sat by her boy's bedside
sobbing out her grief, when the
little one turned calmly to her and
said, "Don't cry, mamma; I s'all
s'eep wiv God, you know. Send
God a telegraf and tell him I'll
s'eep wiv him tonight." In a few^
minutes the little fellow carried his
own message. These things never leave us quite the same. Life
is changed when love comes even
though love is soon to be tested by
loss. Sarah Orne Jewett has beautifully expressed this in telling
how she found in a summer walk
a little grave in what seemed to be
nothing but open pasture land, but
which proved to he a field in
whicli, not far from the grave, an
old cellar sho\ved where once the
home had been: "It was such a
lonely place in that wide field, under the great sky. The sight of
the little
grave
touched mc
strangely, and I tried to picture to
myself the procession that came
out^j^m the house the day of the
funeral, and I thought of the mother, in the evening after all the people had gone home, and bow she
missed the baby and kept seeing
the new grave out here in the twilight as she went about her work. 1
suppose the family moved awav,
and so all the rest were buried
elsewhere. God knows what use
that life was, the grave is so short
and nobody knows whose child it
was: hut perhaps a thousand people in the world toda}- are better
because it brought a Httle love into the world which was not there
before."
All these things must be counted when we sum up environment.
There is much in our environment
to make us worse, but when all its
influences are reckoned there is
more yet to make us better.
Third-—Purpose.
This, after all, is the central
fJiJ'ig-- This it is that transforms
mhentance and environment. This
It is that exhibits the spirit. This it

is that makes the Hfe. In purpose
ideals work themselves out. In
purpose the determinations of will
make themselves manifest.
In
purpose the nature stands revealed. The spider and the bee visit
the same field, and the same flowers. The spider gathers poison.
The bee gathers honey. Each gets
what its nature seeks.
Human
Hfe is not so greatly unlike this.
Purpose is often disclosed in the
interests that appeal to us. Each
assimilates according to his kind.
There is illustration of this in the
experience of the clergyman who
preached on God's tender wisdom
in caring for his children. " T h e
Fat lier knows which of us grow
best in the sunlight and which of
us must have shade. You know,''
said he, "you plant roses in the
sunshine, but if you want fuchsias
to grow you must keep them in a
shady nook." After the sermon a
lady came forward from the congregation, her face glowing with
conifort and inspiration.
"Oh,
doctor," she said, clasping his
hand fen-ently, "I am so grateful
for that sermon." The preacher's
heart was lifted in gratitude that
God had enabled him to touch
with healing some tender spot in
her life. His gratitude, however,
was short-lived, for the sister went
on. "I never knew before wliat
was the matter with my fuchsias."AVhile he was talking or the Divine Providence she was thinking
of her flower beds. Zeke's choice,
too. revealed the level of his character. Zeke was a raw, ungainly,
poverty-stricken farm hand. H i
never had a decent suit of clothes i
i" ilis
life.
He
was
sb'
near bare-foot
that the difference was not worth talking
about. The man for whom Zeke
worked pitied him, and when cold
weather came on made him a present of a pair of good, stout shoes.
I lie presentation was a sorrowful
scene. Zeke tried to look grateful
with alarming unsuccess. "What's
the matter, Zeke:^" said his employer.
"Don't you like your

shoes?" "Yes, sir," said Zeke,
swallowing hard, " b u t I could
have went without shoes, an' I'm
just suffering for a buzzim pin."
There is a serious side to it all,
for these choices reveal the purpose, and purpose makes life. Some
vears ago a gentleman from New
York met and married a young
southern girl of wealth and beauty.
She had been gentle and
thoughtful—a devoted Christian.
The new Hfe was too much for her.
She plunged into a round of gaiety
and soon became the recognized
leader of her set. T h i s was her
ambition. All else was forgotten.
For twenty years she lived for
pleasure. .Vt last when returning
from California her train was
wrecked and she was fatally in;ured.''She was carried into a wayside station and a physician called.
H e saw at once that she could not
recover and that the end was near.
.She suffered no pain and could
not be persuaded that her iii!urie>
were fatal. " I m u s t g o home at
once," she said imperativel}, "to
]>^e\v York. I have a party to plan
for." " M a d a m , " said the {liysician, "it is impossible. You hav:
only an hour to live." T h e tnii:;
began to dawn upon her at la^:
T u r n i n g to the physician she saiti
" I have but an hour, you tell me.'' «
" N o t more," was the answer. ^'
was a strange scene. There lay, the child of luxury, u | on
floor, her head resting upon a C'^
which the brakeman had roiled together for a pillow. F o r a tiiH'
she said nothing, but tlien in •
frenzy she cried out, " T o think-:
all I might have done v itl' "^
money and my time. God wanteii
me to help the p o o r and the sict
It's too late now. I have only 3'
I lour." She struggled up wiWI;
"Why, doctor, I did nothing. F''
twenty years I have ^done nothi"but lead the fashion. Great d'
the fashion. N o w I have onh"
hour—an hour:" But she had i"
even that, for the exertion was t'-'
much and in a m o m e n t she la}'
the little wayside station—dca-
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H e r purpose thus b r o u g h t only
emptiness, and all her history
could be written in three words—
"A wasted life."
T h a t is the fatal t h i n g ; purpose
works out character. T h e r e is a
startling truth in the transformation of old R o g e r Chillingworth
in the Scarlet Letter. Chillingworth was the man against whom
Hester Prynne and A r t h u r D i m mesdale had sinned. W h e n H e s ter had been disgraced before the
world and the clergyman had not
the moral courage to stand with
her, and her love sealed h e r lips
against exposing him, the outraged husband set himself to discover and wring confession from
the partner of her crime. Strangely enough this vengeful purpose

and more evil. W h e n he discovered the mark of crime on the
clerg}inan's bosom his joy was almost frantic. H a d a man, seen old
Roger Chillingworth in that ecstacy he would have no need to be
told how Satan looks when a
precious soul is won into nis kingdom and lost to Heaven. As
Hawthorne says, it was "a striking
f-videnrp nf man's facultv of

•which direction it will take, iliat
settled, year by year all forces and
all influences are but instruments
and aids to bring life to the level
of its ideal. , T h e ideal achieved is
character.
We greatly mistake, therefore,
when we listen to the clamor of
the world and persuade ourselves
that it makes us what we are.
Nothing without can influence the
life until the life itself takes it up.

T o find the secret of character we
must look, not without, but within.
T h e Chambered Nautilus is still
our teacher. Year by year it
spread its lustrous coil and filled
it, so mounting chamber by chamber into larger life.
Build thee more stately mansions, O my soul,
As the swift seasons roll.
Leave thy low-vaulted past.
Let each new temple nobler than the last.
Shut thee from Heaven with a dome more
vast,
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life's unre.sting sea.

Mocals and personals.
AU students are beginning to
sharpen up their pencils for the
]\Iarch examinations.
Prof. Fry is again in his place,
after an illness of some time.
The" student body and Collegiate
extend sympathy to their bereaved
friend Robert, Allan. T h e death
of his father called him from us,
and he is today on his way to New
Jersey to attend the funeral. W e
are sorry to learn that he may not
return to us, for he is one we all
know and respect because of his
past record a m o n g us.
Tims get harder and more severe for the poor " s u b " editors of
.the "Collegiate." D u r i n g the last
dispensation of this organ, the poor
"little" editors were hoping and
longing for a change, thinking a
much desired relief would come
with it. But, oh, my. You just
ought to have heard what that
" b i g " editor said to the "Htde" editor today. T h e nature of the remark may be determined when this
manuscript is being written here in
the afternoon—recreation time—
just think of it.
H o n . William J. Bryan made his
first visit to the city of D e L a n d today. H e was met with a great deal
of enthusiasm, and spoke to a great
audience in the courthouse. W e
were more than glad to have Mr.
Bryan visit the University.
Miss Ann Hailey played in the
finals of the Ladies' match, in the

tournament, with Miss Decker,
who won. Aliss HaHey and Mr.
Self beat Mr. and Mrs. Campbell
in the mixed foursome. T h e prize
was a golf club each.
Ask the grave and dignified college juniors to explain the most
modern use of a water hose.
W e were very glad to see Robert
Bond, a former student at Stetson,
up to chapel exercises recently.
Small student to his m o t h e r :
"Friday will be Reptitadon day at
the University."
Friday night during social hour
the girls gave a series of advertisement tableaux.
Each tableaux
represented some well-known advertisement, and the students were
given numberd cards on which to
put down what they thought the title was. After the tableaux Messrs.
MacQuhiston played several selections on their banjos. T h e social
hour was one of the most enjoyable
we have had recently, and we hope
the boys will do as well in their efforts next Friday night.
Dr. Forbes spent last Saturday
and Sunday on the east cos'-^ of
Florida.
Miss Austin has entered Stetson
Business College to study telegraphy.
War. Yes, war in Stetson Hall.
O n Thursday evening, February
15, at 9 o'clock, the command " T o
a r m s " was given. In obedience to
the command every fellow armed
himself with a pillow and marched
out on the campus. Second floor
against third floor, they stood in
battle array. At the command to
fire, each man did his duty. T h e
result was difficult to determine.
Each side felt as though it was victorious. T h e loss was very light—
nothing but hair and teeth.
Fudger's Macaroons are a delicate little confection, composed of
almonds, sugar, eggs and flour.
Try them.
For Sale—Two fine, healthy and
modern .beards. Warranted to fit
any face. Apply to "Collegiate."
The latest thing out at Fudger's
is "Choc Sundie." Try one.
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j^tnmm J2otes.
Mr. Harian K. Bolton, "95, of
Chicago, recently gave his alma
mater $500 toward the better
e(|uipment of the physical laborati tries, thus, leading the way, as we
hope, to other gifts on the part of
our alumni.
,• Miss Mildred E. Phillips, "96,
]>aid her alma mater her usual annual visit this last Presentation
Day.
Rev. Fred C. Donovan. '99, is
now supplying the Baptist church
at Punta Gorda, Fla.
Mr. A. L. .Vbcrcrombie, '92, has
a good, s^^tisfactory position as
teacher in a private school in Portland, Me.
'
Re}^ .R. 15. Tt^dor, "99, has been
uiimiimously elected to the exalted
pffice Of editor-in-chief of the
'''Stetspn Collegiate"—also will be
pnd$(^cuted presently by his unfortunate '\-nl>s" on a charge of cruelty, lo aniiiia's. He will be convicted.
.\. R. J iie .Viuiuni editi.T. '98,
has gone' on a vacation to parts unknoM*!! for the sake of his health.

etchings.
A cold, misty rain is filling the
taiiv|lv:hen the darkness falls—a
black darkness that pours into
ever}- crevice of the city. The
street lamps are long lines of whitish blurs, diminishing in the dislanee. the nearer ones siiowing
hearts of yellow flame, and all reflecting themselves in the sheen of
die wet sidewalks. The very wetness and blackness, indeed, seem to
develop new possibilides of light,
'•'•"m the man}- windows of apartment houses, from the brilliant little basement stores, light is spilled
out over the streets lit shimmers on
the sidewalks, glows in patches
h-oni the cobblestones and glints
•'->"o- the trolley rails. Down the
avenue appears the glaring head"ffln of the car. in a halo of mist

larger and larger. The wires hum
and whir, the bell clangs and the
car whizzes past, scattering thousands oi Hghts and shadows over
the gleaming streets. There comes
another misty, glaring eye. growing from the opposite dark. Here
is a car going down. A man encased in a shiny, flopping rubber
coat, and carrying a slick, dripping
umbrella, runs out under the lamp
and signals. The car pauses while
he swings himself on: then, with a
rattle and jerk, it is gone. The
buzzing wires are never silent: the
dancing Hghts are never still.
The wind is blowing just enough
to break the silvery surface of the
lake into a shimmering maze of
ripples and wavelets, and just coo
enough to render ea.sy, careles;
rowing a delightful task. Oui
boat is a slender canoe, and its
very lightness is in keeping witli
tile radiance and delicate grace c^
this weirdly beautiful moonlit summer night. The moon is full, and
from near the zenith breathes forth
a hall-stifled glory tjinnigh the
misty, drifting clouds: it is bright
and all objects are wonderfully
clear, as by day. but there is a
mystic softness and radiance in this
iight. The thick tropical forestcovered shores are touched by ;iie
dreamy brightness into mere fantas}-. and ail reality is gone. 7'he
Hght, easy pulsations of the oar
send us swiftly along the waters,
aiirl far out behind us toward the
receding, bread, dim beach stretches the slender wake like a path of
quivering silver. From the magnolia groves in the distance and the
odorous water-flowers
in ,the
marshes along the shore, comes
-•^teaHng to our senses a faint,
sweet perfume. Our minds are
wandcrino- ,ny\ ,,,^ cannot talk; we
"^"^^^
'-ow
and
drift
^Ireanuly
along;
then
the
breeze dies away, the ripples
^'"k to rest, and the lake becomes
as a mirror reflecting the moonlit
^fory ot the heavens above. A
hirther change comes; the hazy

dim air and tha pellucid light-filled
waters dissolve into one, and our
little canoe seems poised in a splendor of silver mist.
What the " F u r m a n E c h o " ha.;.i -a\ about our "Stetson Collegiate:" "-A diminishing of the
'Stetson CoHegiate' and b r i n g i n g it
down to magazine form would add
much to the appearance of the
Collegiate.' T h e r e is a dearth of
literary articles. It seems that the
warm cHiiie- > 1 I'lorida fail to excite the muse or literary spirit
among the contributors."
If anyone is in doubt as to what
century he is living in. let him go
•') the exchange shelf in the library
:.ui\ read the J a n u a r y n u m b e r of

wine did the prisoner steal ?"
Policeman: "Six, your honor'"
Judge:
" P r i s o n e r discharg il;
,',.t (••.-loiKrii ^,, make a case."—l"x.
huljscriber: " W h y is my paper
always d a m p ? "
I^litQ.rj "Because there i-^ so
much due on i t . " — E x .

!r>. Oatcake (reading newspap e r ) : " T h e r e are fifteen thousaiu'
Poles in Philadelphia."
I'^armcr
Oatcake:
"Gracious,
what a place to raise beans."—-Ex.
"/\ musician out of work, are
y o u ? " said the housekeeper. "Well.
you'll find a few cords in the woodshed. Suppose you favor me witl'
an obHgato?"
" P a r d o n the pronunciation, mad'
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am," replied Peripatetic Padroosky, "but Chopin is not popular
with m e . " — E x .

juCiscelfaneous.
Shall the Business Course OfEer a
Foundation for Business Life or a
Special Training for Clerical Duties '.'
Bf Melville

Dewey,

.-Mbany, X.

)'

A Paper Read Before the Commercial Teachers' Federation,
Chicago, December 28, 1899.
T o answer this question from
one side alone, whichever side that
may be, is to lose sight of another
ecjuaily important. T h e conception
of what business education means
has grown greatly since the first
school in America was founded in
New Y o r k City in 1835, under the
name of Dolbear's Commercial
College. Tliis movement coincided
almost exactly with the establishment in New York, again, so often
a leader in these matters, of a free
public library system. In 1853,
ag-ain, came a period of the Ewart
acts in Great Britain and of the
free library laws in New H a m p shire and Massachusetts, while in
business education
the famous
Bryant & Stratton chain of commercial schools was started and developed until there were thirty-six
in the series, eight of them being
in New York. T h e final development of the business school is due
to the University law of 1892, in
New York, which was the very act
that for the first time put the libraries o n the plane of recognizing their full meaning. Much
admirable work has been done in
this more than half a century, by
these so-called business colleges;
much that was discreditable and
that brings the blush to the cheeks
has been done under the name of
college or university. Now, as
never before the movement is
growing to eliminate from the
whole system of business education discreditable institutions with

to blush for no part of it, and m.ay
fairly recognize in each grade the
OABIJ \\ei\S

3A\ ; B t p 0'S'SpOi[13UI JI31{1

creditable doing of the work which
properly belongs to it. Important
as is this work of recognition of
different field: and methods, it is
still more important to complete
the work now fairly started, especially in New ^ o r k , and weed out
the schools which have been conducted on a plane with the methods and with the motives of the
patent medicine vender—anything
to h u m b u g the people out of their
dollars in the interest of the proprietor of the so-called college or
university.
|->usiness education, like general
education, is in the three distinct
grades of elementary, secondary
and higher. W^e classify all the
professional and technical schools
of New York as of high school,
college or university grade, according as they require as an absolute essential of admission that the
candidate should have completed-a
general education equivalent to
graduation from
the
grammar
school, the high school or the college. W e have learned that it is
impossible to get a good grist
without putting good grain into
the h o p p e r ; that no professional
school can turn out satisfactory
graduates if it admits to its courses
those who lack in maturity, in
mental training and information,
the essentials on which to build.
T h e ordinary business school of
this country has been nothing more
than an elementary school, offering instruction in penmanship,
spelling, typewriting, telegraphy,
simple bookkeeping and, perhaps,
other branches. Any person who
could pay the bills could receive the
instruction. T h e results have been
as good or better than could have
been prophesied from su.h a system, and this work is desirable and
ought to be continued. It is shortsighted to sneer at it as beneath
the dignity of a school. W h e n it
bombastically ca 's itself a college
or university it, '>i course, merits

the contempt which it receives
from all thoughtful people. But 1
in.sist that the very elementary
work which it does is just as worthy of praise for the people who
can do this and nothing more, as is
the higher grade work for those
able to meet its conditions. Any
man, woman or child in a community who is willing to give a single
hour to improvement to his handwriting or his spelling, o r to acquire any other information or
skill, however elementary, ought to
find some one willing to give the
necessary instruction for a reasonable compensation. T h e business
schools nave in most cases offered
better instruction at less cost in
these fields than was otherwise
available, and in doing so have deserved our commendation and support.
W e are gradually developing the
secondary business school to high
school grade, wliich will take no
student who has not completed a
g r a m m a r school course, and it will
pursue somewhat higher studies
with better teachers and better meihods than are possible in
the ordinary elementary business
school. So far as these schools are
proprietary many of t h e m will still
be conducted with the ordinary elementary school as a matter of economy, for it is growing increasingly
difficult in this country to maintain
any form of instruction without endoAvments. This secondary work,
however, will be done more and
more largely b}' the high schools
and academies of the country,
which admit to none of their
courses students who have not
graduated from
the
grammar
schools, and therefore issue a secondary grade for such business instruction as they give. T h e public feels the practical need of such
teacliing, and it is idle to oppose,
objections to having it given in the
tax-supported hfgh schools. W h a t ever the majority's fathers believe
to be best for their children to
learn will have to be taught in the
high schools, and business educa-
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tors must recognize this fact and
adjust themselves to it, for it will
be idle to attempt to stem the
growing tide. The best business
educators and many a man wdio
has given his life to this work deserves to have his name enrolled
with this honored class. They
have as an important part of their
mission in life succeeded in educating the pubHc to appreciate business education. The result of that
is that it is finding its way into the
high schools and universities.
In the field of higher education
we are only making a beginning
The Wharton school of the University of Pennsylvania has ben a
pioneer, and the universities ot
Chicago and CaHfornia are following, with Columbia promising to
join the ranks within a year. We
shall then have institutions oft'ering instruction on the higher
plane,and including subjects which
could not possibly be taught in an
institution without great endowments. In the universities they
will consider foreign commercial
legislation, commercial treaties,
maritime and international law, social and labor questions, advanced
accounting, foreign languages, and
the branches of science applying
especially to commerce, like industrial and analytic chemistry, and
applied physics.
They will be
training the great captains cf comme-:e, not f-r clerical duties, but
to lead the commercial and industrial campaigns with a skill and
ability as marked as that required
for leading an army.
Bearing in mind these three distinct types of business schools, we
can answer the question more intelligendy. The foundation of the
elementary school is of course limited to special training for merely
clerical dudes.
It has neither
teachers, equipments or methods
for giving the instruction, nor have
its students the maturity or mental training to comprehend it in
the higher fields. It is equally
clear that the university schools
with their great endowments and

with students, most of whom have
had a college training, and all of
whom have had at least four years
of thorough gymnasial work in a
high school or academy, cannot
waste their time on teaching clerical details. As a rule, they will not
care to equip themselves with the
machinery for teaching properiy
these details. Elaborate model offices in the practice department of
our best proprietary
business
schools are a very essential part of
the mechanism for training quickly
candidates for the better clerical
positions. It is clear that the ordinary business school should confine itself to training for clerical
duties, and that the new university
schools must work on a higher
level, leaving
out
questions really limited to the middle
class or secondary schools. In my
judgment these should take a middle course. With students more
mature and with more general education, it is practicable and desirable for them to broaden materially the kind of instruction offered
without trying to do work of university grade. It is in this field
that the ablest and most enterprising proprietors of business schools
must work. They cannot possibly
compete with the great endowments of the university in the higner work, and they get into competion with a multitude of elementary schools requiring little in
equipment or teaching force to offer fair instruction in penmanship,
typewriting and stenography. A
business school with a thorough
equipment of the needed appliances
for teaching, with a strong faculty
and approved methods, that admitted no student who had not had
at least a high school education,
could offer a training which would
be eagerly sought by the thousands of young people who have
neither the education, time or
money to pursue the university
courses, and who wish something
much better than the ordinary business school as heretofore offered.
With an increasing number of

high schools now offering business
courses, and with the improved
facilities of our best business
schools, it is inevitable that many
of the weaker and poorer so-cailed
business colleges will be crowded
out. It is referring again to the
analogy of the libraries. The tax
supported public libraries killed off
the weak, money-making, circulating libraries, but the best proprietary libraries were greatly strengthened. A n o t h e r analogy is found in
the experience of the private academy as contrasted with the high
school. Most of them have been
compelled to g o o u t of business,
hut there will always be a survival of the best, which \'.ill grow
stronger and will have a permanent and very desirable p;;tronage.
It would be disingenuiu.^ not to
recognize that the same line awaits
the business school in tl.;.-^ Umeof
rapid development. Th* poorest
must be given up. The best will
grow larger and stronger, will
merit a larger share of public confidence and patronage, and those
who are most enthusia.-;i> over the
good to be accomplishetl oy founding business departments on a
high plane in o u r great universities, must remember that in thej
public interest there is a great worKj
to be done on the elementary and j
secondary plane by the p^opri^
tary schools which have been pio-j
neers in this work, and for whicH
there is still a most honorable and]
extensive field.
H O W B A S E B A L L STAllTED.

T h e devil was the first coacher.
H e coached Eve when she stok
first. Adam stole second. Whe";
Isaac met Rebekah at the vvell, she
was walking with a pitcher. Samson struck o u t a good many t.meJ
when he beat the PliiHsM^
.Moses made his first run when W
slew the Egyptians. Cain made>
base hit when he killed A»
Abraham made a sacrifice. T |
prodigal son made a home run.,
vid was a long distance throW^^
and Moses shut out the EgyP*''^
at the Red Sea.—Ex.
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L i n e s for a n A l b u m .
I w o u l d n o t f o r g e t t h e s e i^assing
days,
. \ o r yet would be forgot;
P e r h a p s ' t i s b e s t I w r i t e for y o u
These simple words, " F o r g e t
me not."
—L.
A T E N D E R SPOT.
One spot in all the earth to me,
From sordid care is ever free;
And it, whene'er I turn my gaze,
Brings back the thoughts of other days.
And memory's rainbow-tinted wings
Sweep o'er my heart's responsive strings,
/Vnd melodies awake again
That long forgot and still, have lain.
I see again a garden fair,
I breathe its perfume-laden air;
Or with the salt wind, wild and free,
I toss upon the boundless sea.
/Vnd still dissolves the changing scene
To festival on village green,
.\nd now some courtlier strain recalls
The minuet through stately halls;
Or out across the battle-plain
I hear the trumpets thrilling strain,
I hear the tread of armed feet.
Where men and death and glory meet.
Where is this spot? I thought I said—
The bald spot top of Sousa's head.

MEN'S GLOVES
BY MAIL.
" B u r k e ' s " Special Gloves arc made of imported
skins of the same quality t h a t m o s t dollar-and-a-half Gloves
are made of. Three shades of red and six shades of tan—
e.Kceedingly popular among college men everywhere. .\n(l
we send them anywhere in the United States for only

$1.02 a Pair.
BURKE, FITZSIMONS, HONE & CO.,
ROCHESTER, N . Y.

—VERY TAoS.

W E H A V E T H E BEST
L I N E OF FANCY

Crackers,
Cakes
^nd Candies
In the Markets. All Strictly First
Class. Fresh and Fine.

Do you Avish to learn to write a good business hand a t home? If you
.lie seeking a position it will help you, if you have a position it will increase
your salary.
FOR 50 CENTS you can get thirty-fjix lessons—one hundred and eighty
exercises, in business writing, with a manual giving illustrations of position
of body, pen and paper, and complete instruction for practicing each exercise.
A d d r e s s , W . W , FRY,

Fruits and Vegetables
ALL

N E W GOODS

IN T H E I R SEASON,

A OOMPLETK STOCK OF

Heinz Pickles and Preserves.
We will appreciate t h e privile<^e of
showing you the good.s and it will alway.s
be our endeavor to please as we want
continuous visits.

W. D. HAYNES, Grocer.

Director of Business College, John B. Stetson University, D B L A N D , FLA.

T H E FAMOTJS"^^

KALAMAZOO
UNIFORMS
KOR

COLLEGES,
ARE HANUFACTURED BV T H E

HENDERSON-AMES COMPANY,
Livery, feed \ Sale Stables
F i n e T u r n o u t s , Careful D r i v e r s , OppoS'Ite
Hotel P u t n a m , W. N e w T o r k Avenue,
DeLand, Fla.

01- KALAMAZOO, MICH.
The John B. Stetson University use the Uniforms of these makers,
and recommend them to all Colleges.
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I THESE THINGS TELL THE STORY
f
f
OF OUR SUCCESS
-f^-*--f^M"»-»- -M-H

m

We Print

Nine Weekly Newspapers.
Nine Monthly Journals and Mag-azines.
Three Quarterly Magazines, and a large number
of ready print insides for the best papers of Fhi.
U^

During the past six months the output of
Our book and catalogue department was

6,557,800 PAGES

WE DO HIGH CLASS WORK
With possibly one exception we print all of the educational journals published in Florida.
We print annually the catalogues for many of the best educational institutions in Florida.
We make school printing our specialty.
We have the state contract for printing the Reports of the Supreme Court.
Our office is equipped with the most improved machinery for doing good work, and doin:
quickly and cheaply.

The Point is This
m
/d.
'2:

We could not hold this business if our work did not ^ive satisfaction, and
it stands to reason that if we can please others, we can please vou. Estimates on
anything cheerfully furnished.

^(h

±tt>:±±±±±±±±H±*^^^^^''^
• » • -M • • • • • • • 4 - f 4 . V ^ : ; ^

m

E. O. PAINTER S. CO.,
DELAND, FLORIDA.
(^

^ #
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Special Books Published by

THE
WERNBR
COMPANY

^ffSf^p^is^'

tH[;4llANTICl;(THEPi\tlflC

AKRON, OHIO.

Send for our,illustrated catalogue mailed free upon application.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Scenic America, or the Beauties of the Western Hemisphere.

By Jolin L. Stoddard. .An illustrated tour with descriptions, ta.nous scenes and noted places. One grand panorama from cover to
cover. 128 beautiful half-tone reproductions that will pro\'e most entertaining to the student of .Art, Science and
Literature.
Cloth
hound, extra quality, enameled paper, printed on one side only Relp.il price, $2.00; our price. $1.10; postage, .34.

A collection of nali-tone reproductions of photographs, forming .1
complete panorama of the continent of .America, United States, Canada, Central and South America are fully covered. It is a book that
should be in every ho.oie in this country. Size 11x4. Bound in 'int.'n
with handsome side stamp. Uetail price, .75; our price, .50; postage,
•34-

Eli Perkins'
Wonders of the Universe.
By Charles Barnard. A record of the wonderful and marvelous in Nature, Science and
.Art. A great panorama of the wonders cf
N'ature and the remarkable works of Mankind. Described the wonders of the Universe,
'the composition and laws which jovern heavenly bodies are here fully set forth.
The
Animal, Vegetable and ^tineral World are
each tveated in detail. The mysteries of the
sea arc revealed. Tlie great inventions of men
are recounted. The "grand general principles
by which the Universe is governed are here
laid down. A remarkable condensation of
Science, Art and Philosophy. Contains 416
pages, printed in good clear type. Artistic
cover design, stamped in gold. Retail price,
$2.50; our price, $1,10; postage, extra, .30.

Werner's Didionary of Synonyms & .Antonyms. M tholos^y and
Familiar Phrases.
-A book that should be in 'he vest of every person, because it tells you
the right word to use. No t vo words in the English language have exactly the same significance. To express the precise meaning that one intends to convey a dictionary of synonyms is needed to avoid repetition.
The strongest figure of speech is antithesis. Tn this dictionary the apoended antonyms will, therefore, be found extremely valuable.
Con'ains many other features such as Mythology, Familiar Allusions and
foreign Phrases, Prof. Loisette's Meiiiory System. "The Art of Never
Forgetting." etc., etc.. This wonderful little book, bound in a neat
cloth binding and sent postpaid for .25. Full leather, gilt edge, .40, post:):ii(l. Order at once.

Send Us One Dollar.

»fB5TER'3

Cut this ad. out and send it to us with one
dollar and we will forward you this $io.co dictionary, subject to examination. You can examine it at your nearest express office and if
found absolutely the grandest bargain ever
heard of and a better dictionary than you
have yet seen, pay the express agent $3.95 and
charges and take the book. This dictionary
contains 25.000 more words, phrases and definitions than are to be found in Webster's International Dictionary. It is the latest dictionary ever lOublished, contains fully 4S.000
more words tlian \^'ebster's and Worcester's
latest Unabridged Dictionaries and has 250
more pages than Webster's International Dictionary. The arrangement is superior, the reference is exact, and it is absolutely the cheapest high, grade, up-to-date dictionary on the
market. Remember this dirtionarv is printed on first-class paper made expressly for
this book, from clear type, and is handsomely bound in full library sheep, marbled edges,
indexed, for only $4.95. -As a reference this
dictionarv has absolutely no equal.
.Send
your order now.

" T h i r t y Vc';irsof Wit."
This book contains the
best
anecdotes,
the
best wit and humor
and
the
brightest sayings
of the igth century.
This volme amuses every
reader. It contains mirth on
every page and
laughter in every
line. This treasure-house of gladness
contains
General
S h e rman's anecdotes
and
Jokes,
Chauncey
D epew's Best Stories. .A
Night
With the Jolly
Rebels, Bill Nye in I^aramie, Wild West ILXaggerations, Doctor's Wit and Humor, Eli
With the Lawyers, Henry Ward Beecher's
Humor, etc., etc. This magnificent book is
bound in English cloth with special cover design in gold and inks. Size sYi^y'A. and contains 305 pages. .Sent postpaid on receipt of
our special offer price, 85 cents. One of these
books shor.ld be in every home. Send for our
special illusTrated book catalogue, free.

The Book of the Year.
••'ITie Bo\v-J..e!.'Red Ghost and O t h e r Storit.s.'
With an introduction hy America's greatest
jioet, Jajiies Whitcomb Riley. .An illustrated
volume of original h u m o r o \i sj
sketches,
ver
facetious
para
graphs and collo-l
quies.
.A bookf
that will not disappoint the read
er. as it enters a|
new and heretofore
unexplorer! |
field of humor.
A book to b( I
read aloud and I
enjoyed among |
your
friend
Contains "Thi
B o w - Legged
Ghost," " \ \ hen 1
Ezra Sang F'rst
Bass," The Man |
W ho
Couldn't '
Laugh," "Possible Titles of Future Books," ".Selling Locks
of Hair," "No Woman, No Fad," "Society
Actresses." etc., etc. This first edition bound
in cloth, printed on extra fine paper, and absolutely the best humorous book published.
Worth $2.50, mailed postpaid for ?r.nn. Order
at once.

THE WERNER COHPANY,
Publishers and Alanufacturers.
AKRON, OHIO.
(The Werner Conipany is thorouRhly reliable.)—Editf)r.

STETSON COLLEGIATE.
WHEN
YOU
WANT

T. E ECCLES
Tinsmith and Plumber

^

Drugs, Toilet
Articles,

Established Since t h e Flood.
P i p e t i t t i n g . T i n roofing. G u t t e r i n g a n d
spouting. P u m p s repaired, wells a n d
t a n k s m a d e t o o r d e r . R e p a i r i n g of a l l
kinds. Satisfaction guaranteed. Shops
E a s t Boulevard, Opposite E y l a u d &
Blane.

0OOCMX>OOOOOOOOOOOO<XHX>00vr

^;

CAMERA.

AND STATIONERY,

GOTO FISHER'S
Largest Assortment <jf
Stationery in Del.Miid.

T h e C o l l e g i a t e h a s a nice 4x5
r r e i n o C a m e r a f o r s a l e cheap.

U r\ U v J
S T O R F

Bristles in Your
^^^^ Teeth

:»cb3CM»:^cKy:toc82C8»x>o.C"^c^»:es^

Are not pleasant, b u t you'll get them
if you use a poor T o o t h B r u s h .

GET A
BRUSH
M i s s M i n n i e E . Neal.

T h a t is built right—costs only a trifle
more, b u t gives more satisfaction t h a n
a dozen cheap ones. Our best a r e t h e
best. E a c h one h a s o u r n a m e stamped
on t h e handle.

PORTRAITS, VIEWS, PHOTOGRAPHIC |
MATERIALS.
Work for A m a t e u i s Dui ( Promptly.

\A/. A. A L L E N & C O . .
NEXT TO P. 0 .

J. W. PERKINS,
ATTORNEY
AT
LAW

JUST

I eLand,

lorida

J. A. ERICKSON,
Notions, Novelties, Toys. Gents*
Furnishings, Mu.?ical In.struments
and Sti"ings. General repairing of
all kinds of H a r n e s s . Boots a n d
Shoes, E t c .
Agent ForSewing

A

of o u r b u t t e r is e n o u g h . H e n c e f o r t h w e
h a v e y o u a.s a c u s t o m e r . W e c a r r y o n l y
o n e g r a d e of b u t t e r w h i c h h a s i t s s p e c i 1
m e r i t s . O u r b u t t e r a t 3 • c t s p e r l b is
t h e b e s t on e a r t h . I t h a s t h e r i c h delic a t e flavor of t h e finest c r e a m a n d for
t a b l e u.sp c a n n o t be s u r p a s s e d .

WHITMAN'S

Tdastcd :\laishnmllows,
I'iu- I ' a s t c .

Mint

('lystallzcil

Wafejs.

l''!i-.|ii()Miil)!c T u r n o u t s .

ATTORNEY
AT
LAW

DELICIOUS CANDIES
DeLand.

Florida.

Deuler.s In

Mrs. \[ida Z.Baerecke, I
OFFICE HOURS:
10 to t'Ja. ni.
2 t o 1 p. ni.
7 t o 9 p. ni.

..AT,.

Important

TAMPA

STEAM

Tampa, Fla

LAUNDi^)

Clioice Florida a n d N o r t h e r n M e a t s

Ev-

erything in Season.

e

i::::

ever write ?
No d o u b t y o u d o . B u t ia y o u r '^rcl"''P'*JjSli
correct ? D o y o u Imve to w.itcli cut i-o os •« " " iij
tliow l i u i i i i l i u t i i i g " t ) r u i . k B " wliiHi o " ' " ' ' " o"" ]

l u a l c r s ill

To You

.Vs'ei'i I'"' DeLa id, Liberal cornniissiou to atr'-'Mts ;niy wluM'f \v.
Florida. Address
rHARP'S

Do you
GEO. HUTCHINSON & CO.

Is t h e cojidltioM o l y o u r lirKMi. G O K I
work has m a d e Tharp'.s T a m p a
S t e a m L a u n d r y t h e larffe.st i n s t i t u tion of it.s k i n d in t h e S t a t e .
S. C. Sloan,
Stetson
University,

I ;A

Butter a n d

Cheese a Specialty.

GOULD'S STORE,
H a v e n ' s Block.

N-,,... \ ,,|.i^ Avcllilfcl
•

1)1-LAND.

< liiicolati' C o v e r e d M i n t s . F r n i t Talilct^,
Staple a n d F a n c y Groceries.

i'r()mptir'er(1«|

D E L A N I ' . Fl. \ .

RYLAND & BLANE,

fiinger.

O R / . NOR,

LIVERY AND B(.\RDING
STABLE^,

JAMES E.ALEXANDER,

B o n BonK.

I l o r h c Miooiii^r n i i d B i < ] < I e
Morh
n Spet i a l l y .
lU 1 .\NI . FLA.

J.T. Vinzant J O H N

Machines.

cjKHolatt'.s.

CARRIAGE I
W A G O N MAKERS!

TASTE

FREE

A1 t h e B I G K L O W H A R D W A R E
.
:: :: :; :: S T O R E
!!!i.5.00 \VIiiclici«ti-r l{o|>c-atiii::
M i o t Oil 11.
,Scc Nortli Window for l';irl iciilars,

•• 1) 1(1 ICIIKMBII " ?

A r c v o u sun-

c i v "ur I'""" ,„i

lion?
IJoes eomiiositioM w n t m: i""'!; .'"ffi,,,.! I
W.M -.' - letter w r i t i n g ? - "...v U,ni '•< " " g ; , .
Are ynu,.;,'lil. witli t h e < » r f ; ' " ' ' ; ' ; ; ; ; ; ; ; i % t ne^];
iiieiiniiii: ! A r e y o u (/;• on llu' i ti.i" tte, MH
i f e s , of polite lettcr-writi v ' . n - l ' " ' ^ - ' S S I I
siH.ndcne.'?
W e l l , w i t h t h e lollnwii)!.'
^^ZW"
«• irlts 8o rendily obluiinili.e. in' "HC neeii
,,
thuii nn n d e | ) t :
.
"
Jfiiiil." * ,V«'7f.'.i .AV?» Spelhr.
Wc
How to I'liiirliin/i: CoriccllV-•*•
Hwl Ew.iU^I, Inn-ret.',!.
"O.;;
,
and Anio, / , . ' mill , Or/'O.^ilc..'
/.
. . , .i/Si/iioin/iii.'
.•
.„„ni„ and
A
LiUn
j C l ^ t Xoi:i:--. X,.r

l.W.r

U'riter.

m.

HIMBS & KOELE, Publishers
4-S-13-14 Coopr-r I r s t i t n e «• ';
.•ii-hooihiuil,!! Ol'llll plllili.-lii

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

ALL THE

LATEST BOOKS
OF ALL

Publishers.

J. W. cL/\^K,
5iii!LiiLGroceri«$
Provisions, ConfectioneiT. ajnd
DeLand, Fla.

CfTY

I^uraiture

DEALERS O F

H STORY
TRAVEL
BIOGRAPHY
ADVENTURE
THEOLOGY
SCIENCE
ARTS
LETTERS
FICTION
for sale by the

American Baptist
Publication
Society
1420 Cliestnut St..

PHILADELPHIA
ATLANTA HOUSE, 6 9 Whitehall S t

MEAT

MARKET

Boulevard, N e a r B o a r d of T r a d e . W e
keeep c o n s t a n t l y on h a n d a l a r g e s u p p l y
of t e n d e r P l o r i d a Beef, also veal, p o r k
a n d m u t t o n . W e m a k e a specialty olT
dressed a n d live c h i c k e n s .
Hamburg
s t e a k m a d e to order. T h e best of h o m e m a d e p o r k s a u s a g e a l w a y s on h a n d . Orders delivered p r o m p t l y . Give u s a t r i a l .
A. J. GOODSON & SON.

DELAND.

HIGH GRADE BICYCLES,

FRED H. FRAHM";
THE NEW YORK BARBER.

Bicycles Sold, Rented and Repaired.
Give us a call. Respectfully,
WATTS & MILLER.

A W h i t e B a r b e r for W h i t e P e o p l e Only.
H a i r c u t t i n g a n d T r i m m i n g l a t e s t style.
S h a v i n g a n d S h a m p o o i n g . A Cup, S h a v ing B r u s h , H a i r Comb a n d B r u s h , for
e a c h r e g u l a r c u s t o m e r free of c h a r g e .
Bootblack on t h e p r e m i s e s .
Boulevard, n e a r B u s h n e l l ' s Store.

Also a Fu 1 Line of—

ON ANY SUBJECT WHATEVER.

In a l l t h e l a t e s t styles. Pee t h e Stetson
Photo for this year. Class pictures a specialty. Also developing and printing for amateurs.
REEVE STUDIO.

Tobacco.

W^TTS & IVlJLiliiBl^,
THE 3{ard'ware ^

PHOTOGRAPHS

Ed. fJ. IVIcDonali
EXPERIENCED

Barber and Hair Dresser
H o t a n d cold b a t h s . Below
T r a d e Rooms, D u n ' s Block.

Board

of

J. f. I\lhji \ Co.,
ONLY EXCLUSIVE
FURNITURE HOUSE
IN VOLUSIA COUNTY.

STEWART & BLY^
LAWYERS
AND NOTARIES
PUBLIC.
Bank Building. D E L A N D . F L A .

^ . H- GILLEIV, IVI. D.
OFFICE OPPOSITE CABROLLTON

I ^1 to 13 a. m.

O f f i c e h o u r s : -(Sto'land

(7 t o 8 p. m.

W e k e e p in stock a full a n d complete
line ot e v e r y t h i n g p e r t a i n i n g to o u r line
of business, i n c l u d i n g C h a m b e r a n d P a r l o r
suites. Side B o a r d s , W a r d r o b e s , Bed a n d
Single L o u n g e s , R e f r i g e r a t o r s ,
Spring
Beds a n d M a t t r e s s e s , Chiffoniers, M a t tings, C a r p e t s , D e s k s , Mosquito Canopies,
etc.,

P. O. Box 116,

-f -

DeLand, F l a .

ce:8:8:83:e:8:9:8»:e:e»:8:8:8:8:8»::c8»:8:8:82

. v. Vault) n
Office ne.vt door to Fisher's Drug Store

photographer
Over F u d g e r ' s .

Tlie besit a n d mosit p o p u l a r b a r b e r of t h e
city solicits y o u r p a t r o n a g e . Do n o t be
afrajid t h a t t h e s a m e towel will be used
twiice. Be s u r e a n d go to V a u g h n ' s for
t h e l a t e s t styles. L a d i e s ' h a i r c u t t i n g a n d
sihampooing a epecialty.

F. C. BRILL,

P o r t r a i t s and Views. Developing a n d Printing for A m a t e u r s .
D E L . V N D . FLA.

W, S. TAYLOR,
DeLaQd,

plorida.

R. H. MACK,
UP-TO-DA

:J:^ Tailor.

OFFICE:
C o r n e r N e w Yorlv A v e n u e a n d
Boulevard, Over Fisher's
Drug
Store.

FLA.

t'-T) Boulevard. • e x t to
Hutchinson's Market.

Dealer in Toilet Articles, Notions, Etc.

GET YOUR CLOTHES
MADE TO MEASURE BY

DENTIST,

DELAND,

\ perfect fit. P r i c e s t h e lowest.
Clothes
cleaned, dyed a n d r e p a i r e d .
Highest
g r a d e of w o r k m a j i s h i p g u a r a n t e e d . Boulev a r d , Opposite N e w s Office, D e L a n d , F l a .

SPECLA.LTIES:
Ladies' and gentlemen's Hosiery.
Stajtionery a n d S t u d e n t ' s Supplies.
Suspenders, H a n d k ' r ' c h s . & Neckwear
T h e F a m o u s Liniene Collars a n d Cuffs,
S a v e L a u n d r y bills.
F l o r i d a Curios in S e a s o n .
T h e best a t B o t t o m P r i c e s .
"A sa,tisfied c u s t o m e r is t h e b e s t a d vertisement."

Wliik front

JVIMI

IVIarl^et

Will be pleased to s e r v e you with t h e
best of beef, pork, m u t t o n , veal, s a u s a g e ,
a n d poultry. P r o m p t delivery
J. H. VAUGHAN,
Proprietor.

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

Jacksonville Beef & Provision Co.
ADAMS & RICHARDSON.

W H O L E S A L E AND R E T A I L D E A L E R S IN

Northern and ^A^estern Meats, P o u l t r y a n d Game,
Hotel and Steamboat Supplies a Spedalty.
Alderney Dairy, E v a p o r a t e d

Milk, Cream, B u t t e r , B u t t e r i n e , E t c .

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Wholesale: 336 and 33R West Bav St Telephone 48
Retai : StallS 25 and 26 New Ciity Market P. O. Box 4 4 5 . Tel. 334.

DREKA

WOMEN'S AND MEN'S FURiN ISH INGS. NOl'IOVS
Millinery and Fine Shoes.
t*;-

DeLand, pla.

.4. D. McBride,

D e a l e r in Everything

/•'niiik /•.'. /. •.•:/, Caslu.

PicsiiUiii.

Volusia County
DELAND,

Capital

Bank,

FLORIDA.

Stock $50,000.

Personal

Liability

$100,000,

DOES A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS.
CoUectioiis Jlade on all I'arts ofthe
•k-

Americitn

^

•¥

-^

->*•

-i-

Country

^-

Excheunge JS^afional Bank, X&w York. National
Jacksonuille, Ma.

Bank

of Jacksonvilh.

F. P. MCeLROY
Furnishings,
m
Dry Goods,

Come and examine
my stock

< ^ ^ %

\jxit Board of
Trade rooms
410 West Boulevard
DeLand, Fla.

^

fj''

Millinery, Shoes.
B7«y Hojme, Suhsxh. zsd OMice sEotiM own

TOBOTss \ " ^^^i^wi s mtetBational Dictionafv
otber Edocators aSaB'.-

the State Supreme
I tin; Schoolbooks.
ge rresidents, and

VEBSTER'S
_
clary, camfAsu. i(fe«iiittiii»¥3»iii sifci;«<ne •'-.'.
illasteUtodL Its aspBassftfiisE sis s. 3toip;:i)'.ruw: c

G.&C

r Z : / UT^BSTER-S
'• - - "r^Je •M.^al^I COLLEGIATE ,
r.d is rkMy VDICnONSra'.

J T, C L A K E ,
aridBdllDEI
01 Lhe 1 ;a|.list Church, "College Arms,'
and University Buildings.
My Work Spealcs for Itself.
Addres.s all communications to
J. T . C L ^ q K E . DeLand, Flo

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

pREMO
CAHERAS

Combine compactness with rigidity, ana are made of the best materials in every part-

The

Lens and shutter are specially desi.^'ned- They can be secured on no other Camera.
PRICE $8 AND UPWARDS.
Send for Catalogue giving full description.

THE ROCHESTER OPTICAL COMPANY,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

^ _ _ ^

THE COLLEGE ARMS.
DE LAND,

FLA.

. . . . Reached by the Plant System

'eu7,
•->

^

....

f I^ATBS:
i

i

<^^1

i

'ilv

oonofoptable...

$3.00 to $5-00 Per Day. Vj?
V^
SPECIAL RATES BY THE SEASON.

t
^

RIPLEY,

S u n a m e r R e s o r t , T H E S I P P I C A N , Marior^, X'lass.

JK

,|

HIGH, ROLLING PINE LAND; PERFECTLY DRY AIR.
ForBooklet,^ddress, Q

w
{\f

MaHagef.

STETSON COLLEGIATE.

STETSON UNIVERSITY
A SCHOOL OF FIRST RANK
DeLand, Florida.

Affiliated With Chicago University.
Work done in one institution given pro rata
credit in the other. The degree of A. B. in
Stetson, with a credit of 90 per cent, in college
studies, entitles the student to A_ B. m Chicago.

Instruction is Now Offered in
IHE COLLEGE—Course of four years, leading to A. B. and B. S. degrees
THE ACADEMY—Course of four years, preparing for the best College!
and universities. Special courses offered.
THE NORMAL SCHOOL-Embracing the best practical instruction
teachers.
THE BUSINESS COLLEGE—Extensive instruction in all kinds of busineiN
including banking, stenography, typewriting, telegraphy,
ferior to none in the country.
THE SCHOOL OF LAW—A complete School of Law, under- competent instructors, will be opened Oct., l^^CO. Excellent law Library.
THE SCHOOL OF ART—Presided over by an artist of recognized n-.enl
Oil painting, water color, etching, monotype. Correct academic methods, thorough studio equipment.
THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC—Piano, Pipe Organ, Violin, Mandolin, GuitJj
and Voice Culture by experienced artists. Instruction by
in Harmony.
Stetson Uaiversity is located in one of tlie most Ueautiful towns of beautiful Florida. The location is notfor its great liealtlifuluess. It is seven miles from tlie Ponce DeLeon Springs, and about that distance from '
faaious Blue Springs.
,
E.KCollent Church and Sunday School facilities. A Moral and Cultured Community. Seven New and ^
gant Buildings, Lighted by Electricity, Heated by Steam, giving the most complete material equipment for ei»^' ^
1 ional worlv iu the State. A faculty of twenty-eight Progressive Teachers of Liberal Culture, Wide Experience a^j
.Marked Success. Laboratory work iu all branches. Heading room for students, with over 75 of tbe Leading '
riodicals of the country constantly on tile. An excellent Working Library of about 10,000 Volumes carefully sea
ed an - containing a magnificent collection of bound periodical literature, which virtually includes complete se>',^
the leading American magazines and reviews.
,.r
A special equipment of casts and other studio pal-aphernalia, an abundance of proper light, and tboron-,;
academic methods of instruction are features of the Art Department.
A most successful Department of Music, in which the methods of leading conservatories are used.
A spacious Gymnasium, completely e(ixiipped with Sargent's apparatus, containing tbe largest variety o^
most approved appliances of all kinds of physical exei-cise to be found in Florida. A valuable Department ot •.
sical Culture, in which daily exercise in gymnastics is provided for the young la;dies and a military drill foi
young gentlemen.
Large Turfed .Uliletlc Field. Football and Baseball Grounds. Shell Bicycle Path. Shell Tennis Coiut^y
erything connected with th" institution is of the very best, and parents may feel assured that their children,
tered here, will receive unsurpassed advantages of home and general culture

